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Abstract--The customary method for analyzing the performance of extended surface in a heat 
exchanger involves etting up a system of differential equations, one for each fin in the array, and 
coupling these equations through boundary conditions which express continuity of the variables. 
Because the resulting system can become computationally unwieldy, design engineers often settle 
for rough estimates of the heat transfer characteristics based on the concept of fin efficiency, a
somewhat imprecise performance measure for individual fins. The present paper describes a
precise, unambiguous, and accurate mathematical model of extended surface which leads to 
much simpler algorithms for design evaluation. In particular, the individual fins are represented 
by lumped-parameter elements derived from the differential equations, and the continuity 
conditions are automatically and efficiently enforced with a simple graph-theoretical onstruction. 
Applications to a particular industrial heat exchanger are given. 
INTRODUCTION 
The exact analysis of the heat transfer over an extended surface is a very complicated 
problem, involving such considerations a three-dimensional heat flow in the fins and the 
coolant, convection between the fins and coolant, boundary layer inhibition at the 
fin-coolant interface, and the flow pattern of the coolant. Thus to compare the per- 
formance of any two proposed fin configurations in a realistic setting is an enormous, 
and perhaps impossible, undertaking. The traditional approach of design engineers has 
been to invoke a set of idealizing assumptions usually attributed to Murray [1] and 
Gardner [2]. This simplification results in a model whose mathematical description is 
tractible (cf. [3-6] and the classic papers of Schmidt [7], Duffin [8], and Harper and 
Brown [9]). The model presumably approximates reality sufficiently well to justify design 
decisions; i.e., if one array performs twice as well as another under the idealized conditions, 
it will hopefully perform roughly twice as well in practice. 
The thrust of the present paper is to streamline the mathematical nalysis of the 
model. In Part I, we reformulate the basic assumptions in the most general terms so that 
the mathematical description will have maximum versatility and robustness; this also 
renders the paper self-contained. Part II derives the new parameters governing the 
behaviour of single fins. In Part III, efficient algorithms are devised for computing the 
heat transfer characteristics of arrays of fins in terms of these parameters. 
PART I: THE MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF A SINGLE FIN 
Figure 1 depicts, in general terms, the prototype of a fin used in extended surface heat 
transfer. An amount of heat qb (per unit time) flows into the fin base. As the heat 
progresses through the fin, some (hopefully most) of it is dissipated, through the sides, to 
a coolant surrounding the fin. The remaining heat qo (per unit time) flows out of the tip. 
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Fig. 1. The general fin. 
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Note that for expository purposes we are employing terminology appropriate to 
cooling processes; however, the description is general and applies equally well to heating 
processes, by a change of sign for the heat flows. 
In practice, heat exchangers are usually operated in the steady state. Therefore we 
postulate the first assumption: 
Assumption 1. The description is time-independent. All temperatures and heat flows 
operate at steady-state levels. 
Although some heating of the coolant akes place (obviously), we assume that eventually 
the mixing and stirring motions allow us to model the coolant as an idealized heat sink, 
leading to the following assumption: 
Assumption 2. The temperature of the coolant is spatially uniform. This constant 
temperature will be denoted by To. 
To design an efficient fin, one clearly desires a high degree of exposed fin surface for a 
given amount of fin material. Thus, the heat flow is usually constricted by a narrow 
cross-sectional rea. For a certain class of fins known as "spines," the width and length 
dimensions are comparable, but both are negligible compared to the height, so the 
principal mode of heat flow is from base to tip. Other longitudinal fins also have the 
negligible width-to-height ratio, but the length may be appreciable. However, if the base 
is at a uniform temperature and Assumption 2 prevails, there should be little variation in 
temperature along the length of the fin and, again, the heat flows predominantly from 
base to tip. Thus, we idealize by proposing Assumption 3. 
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Assumption 3. The temperature pattern is one-dimensional, varying only from base 
to tip. 
To facilitate further description of the model, we introduce a coordinate system with its 
origin at the fin base, its x axis running from base to tip, its y axis along the fin width, 
and its z axis along the length of the fin (Fig. 1). (These conventions differ from earlier 
treatments but are most convenient for expressing the results.) By Assumption 3, all 
variables depend only on x. 
The heat flux per unit area inside the fin is expressed in terms of the temperature T as 
-k  grad T, where k is the thermal conductivity. Since the superposition principle is 
crucial to the analysis, in order to assure linearity we propose Assumption 4. 
Assumption 4. The thermal conductivity k is temperature-independent. 
Notice, however, that k can depend on x; the fin need not be homogeneous. The net heat 
flow rate q(x), at point x along the fin, is obtained by integrating the heat flux over the 
cross-section area A(x) (see Fig. 1). For this one-dimensional situation, we obtain 
dT(x) 
q(x) = - k(x)A(x) dx 
and we can identify the heat flow into the base, qb, as q(0). The heat q~ flowing out of the 
tip, where x = a, is then q(a). 
The heat transfer through the surface of the fin is presumed to be governed by the 
convective mode; specifically, we assume the rate of heat transfer is proportional to the 
difference in temperature between fin and coolant, and to the surface area. Precisely, 
Assumption 5. The rate of heat flow from the fin to the coolant, through the 
infinitesimal surface area dS(x), equals 
h(x)[T(x)- Tc] dS(x). 
The heat transfer coefficient h is temperature-independent. 
Assumption 5 is very restrictive; obviously a lot of complex physics is built into h, and it 
may be difficult to determine it precisely. Note, however, that we do accommodate a 
variation of h along the fin (as proposed, e.g., in [10]). 
From these assumptions we can extract a description of the temperature along the fin, 
through a differential equation. By energy conservation, the drop in heat flow rate 
-dq(x) from the point x to x + dx is balanced by the heat loss through the sides; using 
(1) and (2), we write 
r Ik(x)A(x) dT(x)] = h(x)[T(x) - Tc] dS(x). d ---dT-x J I_ 
Introducing the temperature excess O(x)= T(x) -  To we derive the equation for heat 
flow in the fin: 
d [k(x)A(X) ~xX) ] - h(x)O(X) ~x  x) = (3) 
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The remainder of this paper will describe how one can efficiently exploit the solutions 
to (3) in characterizing the performance of any extended surface. 
PART II. THE DESCRIPTION OF S INGLE FINS 
The temperature xcess O(x) in a fin, whose base temperature xcess equals 0b = 
Tb - Tc = T(0) -  Tc and whose base heat flow rate equals qb, is the solution to Eq. (3) 
satisfying the following initial conditions: 
d0(0) 
0(0) = 0b, -k (0 )A(0)  ~ = qb (4) 
[recall (1)]. To express this conveniently, let Al(x) and A2(x) be the two independent 
solutions of (3) satisfying 
dX 1(0) = 0 
AI(0) = 1; dx 
)t2(O ) = O; d)k2(O ) _ - 1 
dx k(0)A(0)" 
(5) 
Then the temperature excess O(x) and heat flow rate q(x) are given by 
O(x) = 0bXl(x) + qbX2(x) 
q (x) = - k (x)A(x)[Ob~, 'l(x) + qb)t ~(x)]. 
(6) 
Now the theory of differential equations tates that Eq. (3) is "ordinary" at all points 
where k(x)A(x) # 0, and "singular" when k(x)A(x)~ 0 [1 1]. In practice, the singular case 
occurs for fins with zero tip width, and such circumstances require special mathematical 
consideration. Accordingly, we classify all possible fins into two categories: 
regular ]ins having finite (nonzero) tip width, and 
singular ]ins for which k(a)A(a) = O. 
For regular fins one can set x = a in Eq. (6) to obtain a thermal transmission matrix F 
relating tip conditions to base conditions: 
r,,, ,>,,mob-i, 
L3,2! 3,22JLqb J 
(7) 
where 
y,i = Xl(a) 
3,12 = X2(a) 
3'21 = - k(a)A(a))t ~(a) 
3,22 = -k(a)A(a)A~(a). 
The thermal transmission matrix depends only on the geometry and heat transfer 
properties of the fin and can easily be computed for any fin, if necessary, by Runge- 
Kutta integration [l l]. This is very significant; the elements of the F matrix depend only 
on the fin's inherent physical and geometric haracteristics, and not on the base (or tip) 
temperature or heat flow. The factorization in Eq. (7) beautifully segregates the effect of 
the end-point data from the effect of the fin itself. 
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Fig. 2. Longitudinal fin of rectangular p ofile. 
The thermal transmission matrices for a variety of fin shapes, with constant h and k, 
have been computed in [12] and [13]. Here we present a summary of the results for the 
commonly manufactured fins. [Note that although the solutions to the Eq. (3) presented 
here differ in form from those in the references, due to the modified coordinate system, 
the elements of F are identical because of the invariance of the relationships (7).] 
For the longitudinal lin o[ rectangular pro[lie, depicted in Fig. 2, one has 
A(x) = 8L, dS(x) = 2L dx + 2~ dx 
and the solutions to Eq. 3 are 
- sinh(mx) 
At(x) = cosh(mx), M(x) = kSLm 
where 
m = [2h(8 + L)Ik3L] '/2. 
This produces 
r cosh(ma) - sinh(ma)lk~Lm ] 
F = [-kSLm sinh(ma) cosh(ma) " 
For long fins one can neglect 8 in comparison with L in the expression for m. For square 
spines, 8 and L are equal. 
For the longitudinal fin of trapezoidal profile with the nomenclature of Fig. 3, one has 
A(x) = 2(8d2 - x tan~)L  
2L dx 
dS(x) - - -  
COS 
2L dx 
~- 4(8d2 - x taM,) dx ~ cos~b " 
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z x=a x = ~ =~ 6 b cot  
ds = rzlx / oos ¢ 
I I 
dx 
Fig. 3. Longitudinal fin of trapezoidal profile. 
In terms of the functions: 
Kl(2n1112)I0(2n~1/2) + Ii(2nl lt2)K0(2n~l12) 
I( !~) = K l(2n1112)Io(2nl 112) + Ii(2nl l12)Ko(2nll12) 
11/2 Ko(2nl l/2)Io(2n~ l12) - Io(2nl l/2)Ko(2n~ l/2 )
r12(~) = kSbLn K l(2nl l12) Io(2n1112) + Ii(2n1112)Ko(2nl 1/2) 
Kl(2nl t/2)Ii(2n~j'/2) _ Ii(2nl 1/2)K 1(2n~ 1/2) n 
rt ~(~) ~1r2 K t( 2n1112) Io( 2nl 1/2) + I i( 2n1112) Ko( 2nl 1/2) 
( l/ ~ ) ~12 Ko( 2nl I/2)I~(2n~jl/2) + Io( 2nl ~/2)K~(2n~12) 
"0~(~) = k-~bL Kl(2ni ~12)Io(2nl ~) + It(2nl ~2)Ko(2nl ~) 
with 
[ h , ~/2 
n -- \ k  
and I and K denoting modified Bessel  functions [14], we can show 
F= 1 1~1(l - a) T~2(l -- a) 1 (1 -- a)kS~Ll "o~(l - a) (l - a)kS~Ll "~(l - a) " 
For the radial fin of rectangular profile (Fig. 4) we have 
A(x)  = (27rx)80, dS = ~0(27rx) dx 
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Fig. 4. Radial fin of rectangular p ofile. 
which results in 
~/N = mxo[Kl(mxo)Io(mxe) + l l (mxo)Ko(mxe)] 
"Yl2 = - [ Ko(mXo)Io(mx~) - Io(mxo)Ko(mx,)]/2zrk~o 
72t = - 2 7rkx~xoSom 2[ K l( mxo) I1( mx,  ) - l l( mxo) K t( mx,  ) ] 
"Y22 = mxdKo(mxo)L (mx, )  + Io(mxo)K~(mxe)], 
(lO) 
where 
m = (2h/k~o) '12. 
Thermal transmission matrices for cylindrical and truncated conical spines, as well as 
more exotically shaped fins, can be found in [13]. 
To see what can be expected for singular fins, consider the effect of letting a 
approach l in the trapezoidal fin (Fig. 3), producing a triangular fin. In such a case the 
elements of F in (9) that contain Ko(l - a)  or K~(! - a)  will diverge. Consequently the tip 
variables 0a, qa in (7) will be infinite unless 0b and qb are related in such a way as to 
cancel the divergent erms. A short computation shows that the necessary relation is 
qb = L [2hk~b ~112 Ii(2nltt2) (11) 
Similar considerations hold for other fins with zero tip thickness [12, 13], so we 
conclude that singular fins are characterized by a constant heat-flow-to-temperature- 
excess ratio at the base, called the thermal  t ransmiss ion ratio IX: 
qb 0---~ /x for singular fins. (12) 
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Summary: The heat transfer properties of individual fins are characterized in one of two 
ways: If the fin is regular (nonzero tip thickness), its properties are characterized by four 
parameters, the elements of its 2 by 2 thermal transmission matrix F, in accordance with 
Eq. (7). If the fin is singular (zero tip thickness), its properties are characterized by a 
single parameter, the thermal transmission ratio/~, in accordance with Eq. (12). 
We remark in passing that one can use Abel's formula to prove that the determinant 
of F must always be unity, so only three of its entries are independent. 
Another point: There are circumstances where a regular fin must be regarded as 
"effectively singular." For instance, if the tip of the fin is exposed to the coolant, then qa 
and 0a are related by a heat-transfer quation derived from A5; or, if the tip is adiabatic 
(insulated), then the relation qa -- 0 is imposed. In such cases, the tip condition induces a 
base condition through Eq. (7), and this base condition ultimately takes the form of (12). 
Thus the regular fin is endowed with a thermal transmission ratio (see [12] for 
examples). 
For the convenience of mathematical nalysis it is useful to recast (7) into the form 
[,,, 
Y21 y22J[0, J' 
(13) 
where the elements of the thermal admittance matrix Y can be computed from the 
elements of the thermal transmission matrix F: 
Yll = --'~ll]'Y12 
Y21 = -det[F]/~h2 = - 1/~/12 
Yl2 = 1/~12 
Y22 = ~'22/~12" 
For singular fins, one can verify that the equations of the form (13) still hold with 
Thus, the distinction between regular and singular fins is unnecessary with the ad- 
mittance matrix formulation. 
PART III. THE ANALYSIS OF ARRAYS OF FINS 
Figures 5 and 6 show two commercial arrays of extended surface. They also 
demonstrate a fairly common occurrence in applications--the appearance of a repeating 
section. Knowledge of the heat flows in the repeating section gives, by rescaling, 
knowledge of the overall array. 
The graph of the repeating section in Fig. 5 displays a particular simplicity shared by 
many extended surface configurations; it is a "tree," i.e., it contains no loops. Such 
configurations can be completely analyzed by the so-called elementary connection 
algorithms listed below (cf. [12] for a worked-out example). Occasionally, however, 
complex geometries arise, as in Fig. 6, and a fully general graph theoretic treatment must 
be employed. Details of this technique will be described, using Fig. 6 as a model. See 
also [16, 17] for further discussion. 
The elementary connection algorithms 
It is possible to treat a pair of fins as one single fin if the pair is connected in one of 
three basic ways. This technique can be iterated to solve many arrays completely, and it 
provides useful preliminary reductions in any case. 
heat 
Hotfluid 
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Fig. 5. Quintuple sandwich heat exchanger with repeating section. 
In the cascade connection, the base of fin 2 is connected to the tip of fin 1 (Fig. 7). 
Continuity requires that 
0(~2' = o"'; q(~2' = q(2'. 
The resulting composite thermal transmission matrix is then the product of the individual 
thermal transmission matrices: 
[o~'1 ro'h ro~'l [r2r,] rot"1 
q~)] = [ rd  tq(b=,] = [r2] tq~)]  = tq(b , j .  (15) 
<: 
[~  Coldfluid TAW 
Fig. 6 (close up) 
Fig. 6. Cross-flow heat exchanger with repeating section. 
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Oa = / Oa 
r------W-7 qb (1) fin I fin 2 qb (2) 
qa (1) = qb (2) 
Fig. 7. Cascade connection. 
In the parallel connection, the fins are connected at the base and at the tip (Fig. 8). 
The continuity conditions become 
o~" = o~ ~' = - oh; ¢2= o~' =- o°. 
Because the heat flows add, the resulting composite thermal admittance matrix is the 
sum of the individual thermal admittance matrices: 
" ~'~ Lo~ ~] to~J L ]oo Lqa + q~)J - [YI] + [Y2] = [Y1 + Y2] • (16) 
In the cluster connection, the fins are joined at the base only, with both tips free of 
further connections (Fig. 9). As mentioned in the foregoing this implies that each fin, 
singular or not, can be characterized by an effective thermal transmission ratio. The 
continuity condition is 
O~ = O~ )= Ob 
and inasmuch as the heat flows add at the base, the resulting composite thermal 
transmission ratio is the sum of the individual thermal transmission ratios: 
~b _ ~o)+ ~(2). (17) 
ob W + W  - 
o,~l)= 0]~2) e(1) = e(2) 
a a 
qb (1) + qb (2) "••/  ~ qa (1) + qa (2) 
Fig. 8. Parallel connection. 
oh(l) = 
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qb (1) + qb(2) 
Fig. 9. Cluster connection. 
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The general array algorithm 
To analyze an arbitrary fin configuration (with or without he preprocessing discussed 
in the previous ection) one first represents he array by a labeled, directed graph with its 
edges (branches) corresponding to the individual fins and its nodes corresponding to the 
connection points. The orientation arrows point from base to tip on each individual fin. 
The graph of the repeating section in Fig. 6 is displayed in Fig. 10. 
Now consider the mathematical problem of solving for the heat flows and tem- 
peratures. For a rough count, disregard any singular fins. Each regular fin carries 4 
unknowns; for e fins there are 4e unknowns. The transmission matrices (13) account for 
2e relations. At each node there is one heat-flow-balance equation and (l~- l) tem- 
perature balance quations, if l~ fins adjoin the ith node. For n nodes, the total number 
of equations i therefore 
2e+~ (1 + 1~- 1) = 4e 
i= l  
(~li = 2e because very regular fin adjoins two nodes). 
The classical strategy [4] is to work from these 4e equations in 4e unknowns. 
Inasmuch as e = 7 in Fig. 10 (disregarding the effectively singular fins 6 and 9), the reader 
will appreciate the efficiency of the graph-theoretical algorithm to be described; it gives a 
direct formulation of this problem with 5 equations and 5 unknowns! To express the 
continuity equations ystematically and efficiently, one defines a new kind of incidence 
matrix, [1, for the fin graph as follows: 
[l has one row each node and two columns for each edge of the graph. If the graph has e 
edges and n nodes, fl is n by 2e. The first column corresponding to a given edge indicates to 
which node the base of that edge is attached and the second column identifies the node 
attached to the tip. Formally, the elements of [1 are 
wi,2j-, = 1 if the jth base adjoins the ith node 
wi,2j = 1 if the jth tip adjoins the ith node 
w,s = 0 otherwise. 
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Fig. 10. Fin graph for Fig. 6. 
For example, for the fin graph in Fig. 10, fl is given by 
Edges 
Z 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
1 10 10  00  00  00  00  00  00  00-  
2 01  00  01  10  00  00  00  00  00  
3 00  01  10  00  10  00  00  00  00  
4 00  00  00  01  01  10  10  10  10  
5 00  00  00  00  00  01  00  00  00  
6 00  00  00  00  00  00  01  00  00  
7 00  00  00  00  00  00  00  00  01  
8 00  00  00  00  00  00  00  01  00  
(The relationship between fl and the customary oriented incidence matrix will be 
discussed subsequently). 
Now the continuity conditions for heat flow state that, at every node, the heat going 
out to each incident fin base must be balanced by the heat coming in from each incident 
fin tip, plus the heat input from the sources if there are any. Thus, at the ith node, 
~, q~- E q~= Q,, (18) 
where the first sum extends over the fins with base incident to node i and the second 
extends over those with tip incident o node i; Q~ is the source input at the ith node. 
One can read off from the + 1 entries of the ith row of f /prec ise ly  which terms come 
into the sum (18). If the heat flows are arranged into a column vector as 
• " "  qa  J , 
then the continuity conditions for heat flow can be expressed as 
09) 
~ = Q, (2o) 
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with Q -- [Qb Q2. • • Q,]T. Continuity conditions for the temperatures simply state that all 
O's attached at a given mode are equal. Forming the vector 
0 = [O(b 1), O(a I), O(b 2), O(2a)... 0 (e), 0~)] T, (21) 
one observes that the node to which a given base (tip) is attached can be found b~, looking for 
the + 1 entry in the corresponding column of II. Thus, if one constructs a column vector, 0, 
whose ith component is common value of the temperature excesses at node i, 
6=[01, 02.. .  0,] T, (22) 
then the continuity conditions for the temperatures can be expressed as 
0 = liT0. (23) 
Finally, one can express all of the thermal admittance equations (13), one for each fin, 
via a ]in-graph admittance matrix Yg 
[g~]  = I [Y,][o] [o] ... [o1 l [o][Y21[o] . . .  [o1 [0] [0] [Y3] i l l  [0] . [0] [0] [0] " "  [Y,] 
In terms of Y~ and the column vector of heat flows, 
q [q(~'), q~>, q(?, qf) .  q(~'), (,)~ • • qa J, 
Eqs. (3) become 
q : YgO. (24) 
Then combining (20), (23), and (24) results in the node equations for the n nodal 
temperature excesses: 
IISYgIlrO = Q, (25) 
where S is a "sign correcting" matrix relating ~ and q via ~ = Sq: 
S~ i = ( -  1)'+~Sij. (26) 
The awkward appearance of IS] in the node equations (25) could be eliminated by 
reversing the sign convention for q, (Fig. 1), but this would fly in the face of tradition 
(cf. [4]), as well as cause difficulty elsewhere [e.g., the cascade procedure (15)]. 
The node equations can be constructed irectly from the fin graph and are quite few 
in number: one for each node. Preprocessing by exploiting the elementary connections 
may reduce this number still further, and a special "trick" to be described in the next 
section allows one to discount nodes occurring at isolated fin tips, such as nodes 5 and 7 
in Fig. 10. As promised, a subsequent example will show that the repeating section leads 
to only 5 node equations. Thus, the algorithm expressed by (25) would appear to be the 
method of choice for the analysis of general finned arrays. 
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Comments  on the node equations 
(1) If the tip of a particular fin has no other fins or sources connected to it, as fins 6 
and 9 in Fig. 10, the corresponding node equations can be obviated by the following 
device. Observe that, inasmuch as the fin is effectively singular, its contribution to the 
fin-graph admittance matrix Y~ produces a row of zeroes because of (14). Thus, the 
equation is redundant and the associated node temperature excess does not appear in the 
system (25). 
Of course there is no loss of information becase the performance of such a fin does 
not depend on its tip temperature, as demonstrated by (14). To take advantage of this, 
one can delete the fin from consideration, replacing it in the fin graph by an equivalent 
negative heat source at its base node, injecting heat into the node at a rate [in 
accordance with (12)] 
Qi = - p.Oi. (27) 
This substitution introduces no new unknowns and preserves the linearity of the node 
equations. 
(2) The similarity of the node equations (25) to the node equations for an electrical 
network is tempting but misleading. The temperature xcesses 0 are not "across 
variables" like voltage; the operating characteristics of a fin depend on both Ob and 0a 
and not merely on their difference. Thus, for instance, one cannot reat any of the nodes 
as a datum. Moreover, the heat flows differ at the base and tip; q is not a "through 
variable." Consequently, there is no thermal analogy to the loop currents of circuit 
theory. A partial analogy with electrical two-port heory does exist and will be exploited 
in a future paper. 
(3) The matrix [1 contains precisely the same information as the customary n by e 
oriented incidence matrix A (cf. [18]): 
t +l  if the base of fin j adjoins node i a~j = if the tip of fin j adjoins node i 
t -0  otherwise. 
This leads one to suspect hat the algorithm could be formulated in terms of A, but the 
present authors are doubtful on this point. Certainly A can be linearly expressed in 
terms of fl, because the columns of the former are combinations of the columns of the 






Fig. 11. Fin graph with simplifications. 
O a 
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latter; but lq cannot be obtained linearly from A, because the rank of 1~ exceeds the rank 
of A[r(fD = n, r (A)= n -  1]. So there is no obvious way of stating Eqs. (25) with the 
matrix A. 
Example.  The technique will now be applied to the fin configuration i  Fig. 6, whose 
fin graph is depicted in Fig. 10. 
First of all observe that fins 6 and 9 form a cluster. Thus their effective /z's can be 
added. Also fins 7 and 8 are connected effectively in parallel (since their tips and bases 
have common temperatures), so their Y's can be added. These preliminary sim- 
plifications reduce the graph to Fig. 11, with fins 6 and 7 appropriately modified. The 
location of the heat sources is also shown (recall Fig. 6). 
As mentioned in remark 1 in the previous section, node 5 and fin 6 can be replaced by 
an effective heat source feeding node 4 at the rate Q4 = -/~604. 
The incidence matrix for the fin graph then becomes 
Fin 
1 2 3 4 5 7 
 odel lO oo oo oo OOo] 
2 01  00  01  10  00  00  
I~= 3 00  0 1 1 0 00  1 0 00  
4 00 00  00  0 1 0 1 1 
6 00  00  00  00  00  0 
The fin graph admittance matrix has the form 
[Y~] = 
-[Y,] [0] [0] [0] [0] [0]- 
[0] [Y2] [0] [0] [0] [0] 
[0] [0] [Y3] [0] [0] [0] 
[0] [o] [o] [Y,] [o] [0] 
[01 [01 [01 [0] [I"51 [01 
[0] [0] [0] [0] [0] [Y7] 
Assembling the components of (25) and identifying the sources results in 
[ l )SYgl)  r] 03 = (28) 
06 [_ Qb .J 
If Ta and Tb are specified, then 0, and 06 are known and (28) expresses five linear 
equations in the unknowns 02, 03, 04, Qa, and Qb. If desired flow rates Q~ and Qb are 
specified, then (28) expresses linear equations for the 0i, from which To and Tb can be 
calculated. 
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